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Editor of Lockdown Discussion Download Video Merger Atlas (6 photos) March 13, 1971, a Philippine Airlines passenger plane was hijacked by attackers in Hong Kong; However, fearing that similar terrorist activities would take place in the future, in 1973 the Hong Kong Government Police finally established a sniper group, and in 1974 the Hong Kong
Government, feeling the growing threat of international terrorism, in July of that year turned the Musketeers into an anti-terrorist unit and renamed it the Special Task Force (SDU). In the early days of its creation, a SWAT team monitored the weapons used by the Force at the time. In 1978, senior police officers asked the British military special forces side to
assess the size of the special forces after much greater changes in equipment and strategy, as well as military special forces as a basis. Since then, we have developed our own training programmes and equipment and have conducted training and exchanges with foreign special forces or anti-terrorist groups in Hong Kong or the region. To this day, the
SWAT team has been deployed on many occasions, including rounding humvees or flood rescuers that have been repeatedly created, and have been named Flying Tigers for the public. Since the reunification of Hong Kong in 1997, the issue of flying tigers has been the focus of attention, and there have been many rumors, such as the long-term dissolution
of the Flying Tigers and so on. In fact, after the reunification of Hong Kong, the Flying Tigers continued to be established in the police mobile unit under the direct supervision of the Deputy Commissioner of Police. There are two very different procedures for visiting Flying Tigers: when the police or the government need the support of the Flying Tigers, they
must be authorized to do so by the Deputy Commissioner for Police Operations. In the event of an emergency (e.g., shootouts between police and bandits, hostage-taking, etc.) the director of the Flying Tigers can be directly summoned for help and assisted by the Deputy Director of Operations. Flying tigers usually assess the nature of the mission before
they are on duty and then decide on the number of weapons and equipment and attendance. After nearly three decades of strengthening and evolution, the Flying Tigers have become sea, land and air all-weather combat capability, taking into account the function and nature of the special forces' anti-terrorist forces, they are well equipped, well-trained,
outstanding performance in repeated mission operations, is one of the leading special police forces in the world. Over time, society continued to evolve; communication technologies continued to evolve, from the pager used in the 1980s to the 1990s, when old traditional mobile phones were handed over to pager, old traditional mobile phones that continued
to be used in the early 21st century after Hong Kong's reunification, and new smartphones that were widely used; and communication methods that continued to evolve, revolutionizing the process of calling to action of flying tigers. Since the reunification of Hong Kong, the popularity of old-fashioned traditional mobile phones has led to the slow fading of the
pager used previously by the popular police headquarters and all flying tigers. As a result, Flying Tigers also made hardware and software upgrades to their communication systems, gradually moving from the previous use of the pager to obtain action information to a new stage of sms and voice pager. With the advent of the new millennium, the police force,
with the approval of the Security Bureau, introduced state-of-the-art foreign communications equipment and, having received and received approval from the Communications Office, obtained several encrypted and unencrypted private lines secretly secreted by the other party, using the right to exchange line lines with the Communications Office to facilitate
the resolution of cases. The Flying Tigers call system is to send a set of text messages based on code or a set of notifications to the mobile phone number of Flying Tigers team members through a special line, and a team member's mobile phone receives a text message or a phone message without a call to clearly know the content and location of the
action, and then rushes past. The special mission is under the direct command of the Deputy Commissioner of Police (Operation) and is under the direction of Superintendento. The Special Mission is headquartered at the headquarters of the mobile police unit and is organized into three groups: the Administrative Group: responsible for all administrative
matters, including the management and deployment of ammunition, equipment, equipment, transport, etc., and serves as an intelligence analysis centre. Indoor Close Combat Training Center: For the most advanced indoor combat training center in Asia: Close the Battle House quarter, abbreviated C'BH, Armory, Transportation Team, Distribution Group
Training and Support Group: Medical Support Group, Marine Anti-Terrorism Boat Team, Headquarters Training Group: Staff Divided into Two Other Values. Attack Team: Divided into Groups A and B, the Flying Tigers sniper team recruiting Only elite Hong Kong police force will recruit flying tigers into the police from time to time; Candidates must work in
other police departments for at least two years before will be able to pass the exam. According to Liu Chong, the requirements of Flying Tigers are very high, the first is that there should be no smoking or drinking. Drinking. In addition, recruits should have good personal experience, very willing attitude to their position, good interpersonal relationships and
team spirit. Because the conditions are very strict, so every member of the Flying Tigers, very much cherish this hard-won identity and have a strong sense of professional pride. Flying Tigers Choice in the 1970s, candidates for special mission companies were encouraged by their superiors to participate, and in order to attract more potential employees to try
to choose, the selection method was changed to open in the mid-1990s. In 1999, the Task Force reformed the selection criteria, stressing that intelligence was more important than physical capabilities, enabling more potential active police officers to perform well. Compete in a balanced way, instead of dominating solely over people who are physically
superior. Candidates for special mission companies must have at least three years of service experience in the police, good service record and good vision, no smoking, no drinking, and an unusual degree of skill in swimming and snorkeling, so candidates who have been placed in the Police Mobile Unit will have some advantages. On the recommendation
of the head of the department, the candidate will enter the pre-selection process, and those who have successfully completed the initial screening will be placed in the main selection process, together with the Special Mission Company and Airport Special Police Group, within four days. Hand-free combat, one and group weight sandbags and large fir round
wood and other heavy objects, long-distance running, long-distance swimming, for example, from the Northern District Water Police NEW World to the Maritime Water Police Base, Water Police Selection Tests such as diving and free-hand diving, physical and mental reactions of individual team members in the face of danger, overcoming the face of
hardship According to official statistics for 2005, 110 active police officers were admitted to the Special Task Force during the selection of active police officers, and only seven active police officers were shortlisted to become members of the Flying Tigers after passing the aforementioned qualifying test. Successfully selected personnel are selected as
members of the team during six weeks of basic special forces training (full name Specialist Unit Basic), jointly sponsored by the Special Mission and the Airport Special Police Group. Joining) and so on. Basic field combat tactical training includes how to conduct field observations, knowledge mapping, search shelters and ambush points, coordination of
teams, etc. Those who successfully pass the aforementioned training phase will enter the seven-day SWAT senior selection process (all known as Special Duties UnitAdvancedSelection, commonly known in English as HellWeek). That is, we usually watch live war movies in the most brutal training, because of its training conditions and standards of cruelty,
so we usually call it Hell's Week. )。 The selection process conducts a comprehensive review of a candidate's own leadership, independent abilities, group spirit, psychological quality and personal fitness to determine whether he or she is eligible to become a full member. This advanced selection process is extremely complex and extremely difficult;
However, the timing of the test project is extremely compact, and the endurance of the tester will be extremely honed. During the sixth day of daylight, the tester will spend time in the water, and during part of the last day, the test will be scheduled to run a limited time full marathon. Candidates in the advanced selection process will take part in an eight-month
advanced counter-terrorism training course developed by the Special CounterTerrorism Training (ACTT). It includes physical training, free combat, knife control, deployment techniques in attack group tactics (including room radical methods and rapid attack tactics, etc.), combat techniques, intelligence techniques, climbing skills, fast rope skills, driving
various vehicles and helicopters, operational deployment and planning knowledge, military tactics, strategic tactics, sniper training, explosive training, training of water attack teams and chemical weapons. who will successfully pass the course, will be on probation in Team A or Team B of the attacking team. A person who can successfully pass a probationary
period can become a full member of the special mission of the company. Recently updated selection criteria. In Hong Kong, police officers must pass rigorous physical fitness tests before entering the service, including flying tigers, special airport police, mobile units and stormtroopers, and will conduct very rigorous training of candidates. Flying tigers and
special airport police, who have been described as police aces, have the highest requirements for testing for the suitability of all forces. Applicants must pass hellish fitness tests, including dumbbells, weight-carrying runs, long-distance swimming, diving and free swimming, as well as undergo a thorough physical examination. In a recruitment carried out by
police in 2013, more than 110 people were recruited to join Flying Tigers, and only seven were successfully selected. The complexity is as high as you can imagine. According to Hong Kong media reports: High-intensity training has made many police officers feel very hard, and today people who suddenly become unhealthy or suddenly die during training are
constantly dying. According to the latest statistics, at least five police officers have died while training Flying Tigers in the past seven years. The Flying Tigers are successfully trained in all of the above-mentioned selections, and after the selection period they will be in accordance with their strengths and voluntary arrangements for an attacking group or
sniper team. In fact, more than half of the staff must undergo sniper training and serve a minimum term of four years after joining the company's special mission. In the past, all new supplements will continue to receive different types and more in-depth training at the daily level to make progress, and those who fail the test or are deemed unfit will be
immediately removed. Flying Tigers equipment, special mission company's main equipment, carefully selected and designed; In addition, each staff of the special mission company carry a total of 90 pounds of manual equipment for needs and positions and even more. Below is open or recorded content. Flying Tigers mobile communication equipment image
noise-cancelling headphones Ear drum system throat transmitter, introduced in the 1970s by Chang Weiguang inspector, staff can not open the mouth to make sound, shaking the sensor throat and then converted into sound transmission. Receiver Wall Nail Amplifier Fluorescent Stick Flash Suffix Buoys Strong Telescope Pinhole Camera Thermal Energy
Camera Thermal Energy Radar Detector System Flying Tiger Riot Flame Brake Headdress, divided into one hole or three holes styles made of fire retardant materials (including Nomex and Kermel, etc.). Used as a fire retardant to keep a person's identity a secret and render psychological bandits. Helmet bulletproof helmets, including LBA Defender F5, F6
2, F6T Screwless PASGT, National Plastic AC100/1, MICH 2000 and 2001, weigh 1.5 kg and are able to withstand rifle bullets, providing protection against impact. Explosive-resistant mirrors, including the X500, X800 and ESS, are capable of withstanding pistol bullets and having two-layer fog mirrors. Earmuffs, for Peltor military sea brocade headphones,
without electronic sound insulation system and other functions divided into military green or black twos. Gas masks, including S-10, Advantage 1000 CBA-RCA and Avon FM12. Tactical vests, including Blackhawk! S.T.R.I.K.E. Omega, RMV, TacticalTailo SFLPC Styles. Inflatable life jackets that are automatically inflated when a person accidentally falls into
the sea. Bulletproof clothing, including PA System models. System. Armour Highmark NIJ Level III NIJ Level Since the early 2000s: The complete transition to the PA System Second Chance bulletproof tactical vest Tactical Ballistic Vest, divided into several categories, has been designed for various types of positions, including the following examples: IV, the
highest body armor weighing 7.5 kg to withstand the resistance of armored bullets. The IIIA plus, belonging to a hardware vest weighing 1.95 kg, can withstand class IIIA and some rifle bullets blocking force. IIIA, the highest degree of software protection vest, weighs 1.4 kg and can withstand the vast majority of pistol bullets (more than 97% of the blocking
force). III, which owns a hardware vest and weighs 4.5 kg, can withstand the blocking power of the THEA Plus and rifles (including AK-47 assault rifles). Anti-bio-chemical clothing, rope gloves are fire-resistant gloves, while anti-slip features, including Nomax, Kevlar styles. Emergency rope tactical protection of the knee belt, related to the style of ALTA
50413. Tactical boots, including Matterhorn 1840, Crispi SWAT HTG, Adidas GSG91.0, GSG9 2.0 and Rocky 6069, LOWA, etc. Bulletproof Shield, made of carbon alloy, is about 4 feet high. One of them installed a bulletproof fiberglass mirror at the top of the shield, allowing staff to view the environment. The shield is equipped with a device that allows the
shield holder to hold a submachine gun at the same time. Tires are provided under the shield for movement. Bulletproof shields are resistant to almost any type of bullet fire. Bulletproof clean bulletproof felt, which measures 4 feet by 6 feet and must be supported by four people. Flying Tigers Gun Pistol: Smith Wesson Military Police Type 10 (from the early
1970s to the late 1970s) Browning GP35 HP Mk3 (late 1970s - early 1990s) submachine gun: Steyn submachine gun (early 1970s - early 1990s) pistol HK MP5A5 (early 1990s to present) HK MP5K (early 1980s to today) HK MP5K (early 1980s to date) HK MP5K-PDW (early 1980s to present) HK MP5N (early 1980s to present Time) HK MP5SD3 (1) Early
980s to present) HK MP7A1 (from early 2000s to present) Rifles: AR-15 Automatic Rifles (from the early 1970s to early 1980s) XM-17 7E2 Assault Rifles (1982-2000) Carbine MC-51 (1992-1996) M16A3 Assault Rifle (2001-present) KAC SR-16 M4 Assault Rifle (2001-present) grenade launchers and other structures. , the first purchase is a total of 72, each
costing HK $16,000, equipped with a quick loading and unloading M203 HK G3A3 automatic rifle (year to date) HK G36KV assault rifle (2001-present) Steyr AUG A1 assault rifle (? 2001-present Rifle: L42A1 Sniper Rifle (early 1970s to 1980s) HK G3SG/1 Sniper Rifle (early 1980s present) HK PSG-1 Sniper Rifle (1 late 980s to 2005) Precision International
Sniper Rifle L96A1 (early 1990s to the present) Knight Ammunition SR-8 25 Sniper Rifle (late 1990s to date) SIG SSG 3000 Sniper Rifle (1 Early 990s to present) HK MSG90 Sniper Rifle (2000-present) AX338 Sniper Rifle (modern) Shotgun: Remington M870 Shotgun (early 1980s to date), divided into short and long tube types. Berlnelli M1 Super 90
shotgun (early 1980s to date) Bernelli M4 Super 90 shotgun Frankie SPAS-15 shotgun Flying Tigers another 1, tactical flashlight owned by the United States Company Godfire. Godfire. MK 3 Maud 0. 4, Iron Pen 6, Broken wire clip 7, pressure pole 9, electric slash 11, 8 flash bomb 13, shock projectile (or shock bomb, shock bomb and blind bomb attack),
weighing about half a pound, costing 2,000 Hong Kong dollars per piece, can produce a strong sound of explosion, while emitting the equivalent of 50,000 candle flares, so suspect in 5 seconds blind and deaf so the enemy. 15, grenade Grenade Hand-personel L2A2) green, oval, 16 cm high, 64 cm wide and weighs 395 grams, and contains 170 grams of
plastic explosives that can kill people for three meters. For early equipment, until December 1988, British troops stationed in Hong Kong after the killing of a grenade, the abolition of this equipment. 16, Saddle, rope Flying Tiger underwater wetsuit equipment, frog shoes, diving knife, Draig circulating underwater breathing (closed oxygen underwater
respirator), LAR V. Underwater motor rod of Flying Tigers explosive instrument Electric iron feather cutter column directional bomb: made of plastic, used as a door lock and door hinge position of three points, after the door will be broken. CLC Line Explosives: Mostly used for cutting targets because the explosive weight is less, so the sound waves of the
explosion is relatively lovely, it is difficult to detect suspects. Special coil detonation missions are equipped with special police vehicles, all of which do not have badges or signs of the Hong Kong police, and have been modified or disguised depending on the characteristics and functions of ordinary Hong Kong police vehicles, in addition to bulletproof vehicles
and armoured vehicles, and there are other special vehicles, flotillas and all aircraft supported by the Government's air service. Mercedes-Benz Spinter 310 is decommissioned. The Mercedes-Benz Spinter 518 CDI, two of which were used for ambulances. Mercedes-Benz Spinter 814D minibuses, two of which are used for mobile medical purposes. Toyota
Land Cruiser 4WD, with great collision protection and rooftop stairs, etc.; China's off-road defender is a 4WD, with a functional function, with great collision protection and a rooftop ladder. Armored tactical interceptor vehicles, introduced in 2006, have at least four vehicles, each valued at $2,811,000. Ford F-Type Bulletproof Car, which has been converted
into a tactical Jankel Armouring tactical vehicle and commonly known as a monster, was ordered in 2007 and introduced in 2008, allowing the appearance of the vehicle to be dismantled and assembled to form attack platforms, lifeboats and ladders, among The vehicle is sealed throughout the body, and the surface is covered with special materials that do
not reflect and prevent the penetration of radiation. At least 4 vehicles, vehicles can help personnel in solving various tasks (including combating theft, etc.). Armored SUVs, introduced in 2014, have at least three Armored Mercedes-Benz Unimo U5000 armored vehicles made in Germany with an armored body and an eco-friendly diesel engine, and made by
France with a four-wheel-drive chassis for the military and police. The new armored vehicles arrived in Hong Kong gradually in December 2008 and, after tests and modifications, were put into operation in March the following year, a total of six vehicles each valued at HK$6,062,000. 6,062,000. The mammoth 24-ton Mt. truck, introduced in 2003, has at least
7 vehicles design, modification and functional applications with the same. The Hard Rubber Boats, introduced in 2011, have at least three vessels, each worth $7,000,000, a new batch of amphibious assault ships introduced in 2008, with at least three vessels costing HK$7,660,000, respectively. Haitao attacks a speedboat with at least eight ships, with a top
speed of 70 miles per hour. Flying Tigers Water Ghost Team Team Water Ghost Team is the most famous after almost 30 years of development and expansion, Flying Tigers has evolved into a naval, dried and air three-dimensional combat capability of a semi-militarized armed forces; The operational team is located in the center of Flying Tigers and
consists of a ground attack team, a water attack team (usually known as the Water Ghost Team) and a sniper team. Of the three teams, Water Ghosts are the most famous. According to Liu Chong, each team of Flying Tigers can be an elite division, each equipped with tricks, but the team of water ghosts because of the special nature of the main operation
at sea, the general capabilities of the team members are better. Their combat capabilities are said to be comparable to those of America's famous seals that disintegrated in 2000 after a battle between water and ground attack groups. Flying Tigers Commander Xie Ste winbaoshu Ouyang Ouyang zhaogang Superintendence, the first Chinese administration,
term of office from July 1999 to February 2006, Stazhi Police Directorate Ian Strange, the famous Flying Tigers company Flying Tigers performance Flying Tigers is the main anti-terrorist force in Hong Kong, the official name of the police is the Special Mission Company, according to the Hong Kong Police Mobile Force. In early 1971, a Philippine Airlines
passenger plane was hijacked by bandits in Hong Kong. Following the incident, the Hong Kong police selected an elite team to form a sniper team in order to strengthen the security forces in 1973. In 1974, in the face of growing international terrorist incidents, the Musketeers were adapted as an anti-terrorist group——— Special Mission Company. Over the
past 30 years, the Special Missionary Company has repeatedly built up Tsigong and become a symbol of anti-riot Hong Kong police under the name Flying Tigers of the people of Hong Kong. Flying tigers every action, team members are always armed with heavy weapons, wearing a mask; It is understood that the Flying Tigers have about 100 players
divided into training teams and action groups, action groups including ground attack teams and water ghost teams, and the Marines are divided into Teams A and B in turn on duty. Players all through rigorous selection and hard they are all extraordinary, are elite members of the police. Following the 9/11 incident, in response to the development of the anti-
terrorist situation, the Hong Kong police reinforced the Flying Tigers equipment and specially purchased hundreds of sets of clothing to combat biochemical attacks. Attacks. The Baosheng Bank printed car heist shootout at the Tsuen Wang Center took place on the 23rd floor of the Guangzhou building on December 1, 1992, with special missions to round up
armed gangs and fight them. As a result of the incident, all six persons were arrested, three special mission officers were injured (one of whom was seriously injured and lost his eyeballs) and four agents were injured. Following the incident, the Commissioner of Police praised all special mission officers, three of whom received the Royal Gold Leaf Award for
bravery. On 8 September 2002, the kidnappers were detained at the Nanyang Hotel on Morrison Hill Road, Wang Chai, and ordered to go on special missions. No fire was carried out at the time of the incident and all three kidnappers were arrested. Arrest of Ji Yuxiong '600 million cocaine case on September 16, 2011, the Drug Investigation Department
uncovered the largest drug crime in Hong Kong history, a $600 million cocaine case, was discovered by a special mission company and successfully arrested four men and two women who remained at the scene with a sniper team to protect against the same forensic gowns. He is also on alert at the police station where the suspect is being held and in the
area of the police building where the drugs are stored. Lamma Island Collision From October 1 to October 5, 2012, special missions were conducted in the waters off the collision site of Lamma Island, and dived to the crash site to confirm, and the search for relics and other Hong Kong Flying Tigers all-weather life There were reports that Hong Kong is
considered the safest city in the world, no terrorist organization will establish a base in Hong Kong. Although there are no internationally recognized terrorist organizations in Hong Kong, the police have always had an anti-Russian -——— Flying Tigers. All members of the Flying Tigers are strictly selected from the police and subject to a week-long inspection;
Flying Tigers training lasts nine months, during which time players are not allowed to contact the outside world or reveal their identity. Training included the use of weapons, physical training, free-handed combat, etc., and in addition to pistols, flying tigers were equipped with weapons such as MP5 submachine guns, missiles and explosives, and members of
the group had to know how to use all equipment during training. Flying tigers do not have any tasks on weekdays and train in a New World training camp every day after nine months of training, and are alert 24 hours a day, 24 hours a day to cope with emergencies. In the event of a serious crime or a major incident in Hong Kong, the police are organizing the
force involved to put the force in a state of Readiness. Every time a politician visits Hong Kong, the Flying Tigers pretend to be citizens armed with vouchers and deployed in guest residences and places of residence, and are heavily guarded. In addition, there are two other counter-terrorism agencies in Hong Kong. Prior to 1997, the Secretary of Security of
the Hong Kong Government had established a political unit dedicated to gathering political intelligence to prevent the emergence of terrorist organizations. After the reunification of Hong Kong, the group was dissolved. But according to secret sources, the force has been restored. In addition, the Independent Commission Against Corruption has a secret
review team responsible for examining the background and financial situation of sensitive individuals, including sensitive police officers. Young police are urgently needed. Police. The main gate of the joint headquarters of the special mission of the company behind the gates hung a couple of pairs - flying bodies of emergency rescue first, the team members
should be the same; The door of the office is installed near the office of the head of the special mission - Terrorist attacks, we have to face the head (Terrorism is a threat; we are the answer). Officers who have successfully served probation will serve as sheriff until they are promoted or removed from special companies. A company in plainclothes is called
while on duty, and the attendant will send a set of passwords to the pager of all relevant employees via a computer that will not paging through a general telecommunications company to avoid leaking information or impacting their location. At the same time, when special mission officers are on duty, police officers on duty are required to check the necessary
tools, weapons and equipment in police vehicles to the usually agreed meeting place. In order to save time, you will see employees of a special mission company wearing ordinary clothes, tactical vests and body armor, as well as a special dress for the mission. The death toll from the level of training of the Special Mission and the very high needs and
maintenance of a large number of dangerous projects, the personnel killed in the hallway during training, including sudden death and myocardial infarction, as well as accidents caused by the testing or use of various types of new weapons and equipment during practice, which resulted in serious casualties. One of the most famous accidents occurred on 4
December 1984, when 25-year-old officer Chen Jaewen was shot in the temple during a training session on the New House Ridge on the border and died while hospitalized. On 4 February 1987, a 26-year-old man who suffered a gunshot wound to his lungs during a training exercise at the White Dirt training ground in Wong Long TsingShan was taken to
hospital with cardiac arrest and regained consciousness after 12 days in a coma at the British Military Hospital, but was forced to leave the special mission because his reaction was so slow. Another known accident occurred on January 15, 1991, when the Special Mission Company and the 6th U.S. Navy SEAL Group, during a joint exercise on the high seas
outside Virginia, simulated two teams chasing and intercepting a warship on a boat when 3 After completing the ascent from the boat to the deck of a warship, it was the turn of the first special mission member of the mission, a sniper who was widely marked to climb when a steel cable with a diameter of 4 inches in his left hand. As a result, Tseng fell from a
height of 30 feet near the deck of the warship on the boat, causing a number of serious injuries to his body (including a small burst of blood vessels in brain, ruptured the neural line in the cervical vertebrae on the right hand and arm across the side of the incapacion, ruptured spine, broken collar, broken ribs and knee defects) and was forced to withdraw from
a special company mission. According to statistics (according to The Sun), a total of five people died while serving while training between 1999 and 2005. Since special missions are high-level departments, the vast majority of operations are undetectable, not reported or reported by the media. Below are the data on the actions that have been established
since 1978: years: July 31, 1979: On the 26th floor of the Federal Building in Central, a suspect armed with a defensive pistol and two flammable objects holds six hostages (one of whom is pregnant, the other a well-known businessman, Cha Yusheng), a special mission to climb the building and be on guard on the roof, after five hours of negotiations, and
finally, the police negotiating team successfully persuaded the suspects, and a special task force to arrest all the hostages. This incident is the first time that a special mission has been involved in a criminal offence and brought it to the public's attention. 1983: Form of drunken British servicemen at Hong Kong International Airport. September 24, 1985: The
Loyal Watch Armed Robbery Around 11 p.m. on November 29, 1986: The Anti-Water Attack Unit arrested more than 60 people and confiscated more than $6 million in gambling charges aboard a mafia-controlled yacht in Haven Bay. 23 October 1989: On 23 October 1991, four armed men and women were arrested at the Xindu building on Tuen Moon Tuen
Lee Street, where a pistol and several suspicious gold jewellery were stored by a group of armed robbers. Early on the morning of April 25, 1992: Several thugs were searched at more than a dozen locations in Hong Kong, where on April 24, a shootout with police broke out on Lidu Street in Cuia ( D.C. (April 23, on Nathan Road, Kowloon) Mr. Chou armed
robbery of more than HK$2 million worth of gold jewelry, including a violent attack on three apartments on Kilung Street in Kuvan Cui and searching for a large number of weapons in some apartments in Kilung Street and Dong'an Street. July 14, 1992: Three armed bandits were arrested at the Riverside Liquor House, three handguns and several rounds of
ammunition were released, all of which were subsequently awarded the Senior Superintendent of the West Kowloon Criminal Division. July 14, 1992: At the end of the case, three men and five women close to Dajuan were arrested on the 4th floor of the Lifeng building on Cheb Street, Mong Kok, and a Soviet 9 mm crank pistol with three rounds, a Hungarian
7.62-caliber pistol, a magazine full of 7 particles, a fire extinguisher pistol and four openers. 2 December 1992: Shooting in the centre of Tsuen Wang 12.20 on 6 January 1993: Three masked bandits, including Mr. Yip Ji Wang, armed with AK-47 assault rifles, robbed a gold jewelry market worth more than 3 million hryvnias. During the escape, the bandits
opened fire indiscriminately on Nathan Road, while one female passer-by was killed by a live bomb, while another police officer who arrived at the scene was also injured. After that period, police set up roadblocks and tracked down suspicious cars, and a shootout broke out between thieves and police bandits on Old Road and Street one of whom was shot
dead by police at Dajuan's house, and the rest of the thieves fled without a trace. A Special Mission was called in to assist in the search, but as the bandits fled, the operation was not launched. 1900 hours, 17 January 1993: On 2 January, an armed robbery of asa bank was carried out on Kowloon City Street and a robbery of an oil cannabis shop with two
colleagues on 2 January by the head of a provincial flag, known as the King of the Double Pistol, because he often had black-star pistols on both sides of his waist, as well as a pistol and a handgun. Mina. In 1995, about 10 members of the water attack team conducted underwater certification on the Tai Po Lin River for three days. 1995: On the water, a
special mission company by a rubber shuttle boat to participate in the rescue. 8 March 1995: Two men are arrested after breaking a drug hole in the village of Kowloon Peet, Tai Po, and subsequently praised by the Directorate General of Drug Investigation. 30 June - 1 July 1997: Protecting important personnel before and after the Hong Kong sovereignty
ceremony. July 1997: Water attack teams conduct an underwater search of Victoria Harbour in Van Chai. July 2, 1998: Security mission to visit U.S. President Bill Clinton. May 17, 2000: Interpol reconnaissance circulars in the West Boao Strait are on alert for drug lords to operate as a result of intense fire. July 31, 2000: A Cathay Pacific Boeing 747 aircraft
arriving in Hong Kong from Tokyo, Japan via Taipei, was loaded into the cockpit by a man armed with a stylus pistol as he prepared to leave for Paris, France. The gunman locked the plane door and held the cleaning lady hostage. Special police units of the airport got out of the air, blocked 14 landing doors and surrounded the plane, evacuate the masses.
Early in the morning, the gunman issued an ultimatum ordering the airport's special police unit to leave within five minutes or shoot the hostages. At 04:43 a special mission boarded the plane, and the police negotiating team managed to convince the suspects and rescue the hostages. In the early morning hours of 14 April 2001, a 26-year-old illegal
immigrant from Hunan attempted to enter the top of Mount Biji in Kowloon, where police found and climbed out of the outer wall to avoid arrest. The DeepWater County Police Department called for a special mission to be on the lookout. 23 May 2001: Four robbers involved in the previous shooting of police officers in Ho Man Tin were searched and arrested
in the village of Tsigne-brick Wai Park in Tuen Muna. June 2001: Hong Kong Observatory hangs a red warning signal for downpours and more than 200 mm of rain was recorded in a wide area of the New Year, including a once-in-a-decade heavy downpour in the northern region, which recorded 300 mm of rain in the upper water that has turned into a vast
country, with the village of Tianpingshan as the most affected area, the whole village was flooded, some houses were not covered and large numbers of residents were trapped by flood waters. Special missions and rapid response units were involved in the rescue on the rubber boat, which, together with other rescue forces, rescued a total of 113 villagers.
May 2002: Guangdong Provincial Bureau Operations and Technology Security discovers that Ji Yisian escaped from the Thai-Myanmar border in Guangxi, China, suspecting that he was preparing to enter Hong Kong and hide on an island, and special missions were sent to Kranzhou and Pingzhou to search and arrest him. Arrest. August 14, 2002 at 3 p.m.:
The company's special mission is helicoptered to the islands' direct airborne station and deployment to prepare for Ji Yuxiong. 6 September 2002: A search was carried out in a number of nearby villages in the Yuen Long area to assist the West Kowloon area in dealing with serious crimes against two suspects in connection with the kidnapping at the
Nanyang Hotel. Following an overnight investigation by the Serious Crimes Unit, the target location of the village of Baysha was established and the entire village was cordoned off in the afternoon, and on 8 September 2002, a special search mission was conducted in village house 72, and on 8 September 2002, two suspects were arrested at the Nanyang
Hotel. A criminal organization consisting of Hong Kong residents and a number of hitmen will contact and prepare for an armed robbery of a gold bank in Mong Kok, Hong Kong. For the first time, about 30 employees of the company's special mission, along with attacking dogs named Rocky, boarded a villa on the second floor of the Fenghi building at 237
Tugua Bay Road, Hung Hom, and climbed the canopies with a long staircase on the side of the road. Directly flew into the window of the villa, and was on the building alert staff to be outside, a strong attack, and finally successfully arrested the main brain of Hong Kong and 1 and provincial flag soldiers, and seized a 64-type pistol and 3 rounds. November 18-
20, 2002: Sniper teams are deployed at Hong Kong International Airport to protect against chinese Prime Minister Joo Rongji's visit. November 19, 2002: Underwater search of waters at the Hong Kong Convention exhibition centre, which is to be held at the upcoming World Congress of Accountants. June 24, 2003: More than 80 officers of the Special Task
Force are on guard at sea off Lantau Island, the team ambushed Stone Beach on the Tonfu Sea, and at about 3 p.m. officers from the Organized Crime and Triangles Investigation Unit found a boat carrying three people sailing at high speed on Tongfu Beach, two of whom jumped quickly on Rock Beach and fled on a boat. The Special Mission then took
steps to apprehend the two beach robbers and seized a type 54 and four particulate bomb, while the escaped boat was intercepted by special mission personnel in the waters off Crowe Island. Evidence of the murder of wheelchairs was presented on 3 October 2003. 10 December 2004 0:00: The sea drug farm was crushed in a fish chop in Eucalyptus, Sai
Kung, with plenty of tools for cooking drugs and seven barrels of coffee solution mixed with cocaine (7 barrels of coffee mixed with cocaine) a man including the main brain, one of whom is believed to be a drug expert hired by a drug cartel to produce drugs in Hong Kong. 17-18 December 2005: The Hong Kong Congress and Exhibition Centre, held at the
Sixth Ministerial Conference of the World Trade Organization, is on high alert. April 13, 2007: A raid is carried out in Aberdeen Haven to smash Bashi's gambling boat, converted from a barge. July 12, 2007: A residential block at 124 Furong Street, Shoalwater, broke through a series of heavy machinery barriers at illegal gambling kiosks at a speed of 30
seconds, helping the district's special duty group successfully break up gambling kiosks and arrest 14 suspects. Suspects. May 2, 2008: Security challenges for the Hong Kong Torch Relay at the 2008 Summer Olympics. May 7, 2008: Water evidence in the case of The Death of Wang Jiamei is carried out in the sea near the pier of Kowloon City. May 9,
2008: A water examination into The Death of Wang Jiamei is conducted in the sea at the pier in Kowloon. 27 May 2008: A water forensic examination is carried out under the Guangfu River Bridge in tai Po Lin village in connection with the robbery and murder of a ground attendant. On 7 August 2008, at 5:30 p.m., the body and murder weapon of a 36-year-
old woman, a logistics industry owner, were found near the Kwong Tong Pier. October 31, 2010: Underwater certification 脷 Duck Island, Aberdeen. May 22, 2011: An underwater search is conducted to visit the aircraft carrier USS Carlvinson and its combat team in the sub-terminal where it docked. July 24-25, 2011: Secretary of State Hillary Clinton's
Mission to Protect. August 16-18, 2011: Chinese Vice Premier Li Keqiang is tasked with protecting important personnel, including sending heavy weapons and a tight medical vehicle with him on guard. August 19, 2011: 20 officers walk to the beach of Cinlong Bay in Sejing, take a rubber boat by the sea, dive into the seabed to save the murder weapon, and
an hour later find a knife in connection with the case. September 16-19, 2011: $600 million cocaine case 29 November 2011: Search of an earlier fishing gun accidentally lost by a diver while fishing in Omar Bay. December 18-20, 2011: Two British mortar shells fired in Hong Kong in the 1980s were found at the Anti-Bay Water Centre in Sisti, one about half
a metre long and 0.81 metres in diameter and weighing 45 kilograms, while the other is believed to have washed away the current. At noon on 20 December, the Explosives Disposal Course deployed about 20 members of the Special Mission to assist in sealing the area around the scene and searching the area, and found and detonated a mortar shell that
had previously been found on the seabed for a second time. March 24-25, 2012: An important mission to protect Indonesian President Susilo Bambang Yudoyono. May 6, 2012 at about 11 a.m.: More than 10 officers, each consisting of two men, took turns diving to the seabed at a depth of 4 meters in the sea to prove the murder weapon associated with a
serious injury. June 27, 2012: An underwater search of Victoria Harbour is conducted at the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre in preparation for a preliminary security check for chinese President Hu Jintao's visit. June 29, 2012: An underwater search of Victoria Harbour is conducted on the Kai waterfront to prepare for a preliminary security check
by visiting Chinese President Hu Jintao. June 29 to July 1, 2012: Sniper teams are deployed to visit Chinese President Hu Jintao's key mission to protect personnel at Hong Kong International Airport, along the way three heavy weapons and one medical vehicle with a dense flow, and two helicopters are on high-altitude patrol and sniper combat readiness.
July 14, 2012: Underwater searches are conducted in the waters of the Western Marine Police Department. 10-13 August 2012: An important mission to protect personnel for the shenzhou-9 manned space mission to Hong Kong and Macau. Macau S.A.R. September 10-11, 2012: Three shells about 35 cm long and 15 cm in diameter were found at the
bottom of the sea in Dapeng Bay, Sai Kung district. Explosive burial class in a special company mission to help seal the area's marine area and search, as well as for the seabed police explosives handling class personnel in collaboration with the fire yesterday cordoned off the area of the maritime area, after a search of the seabed initially uncovered three
suspected wartime shells. By 7:50 p.m. on 11 September, two shells believed to have failed were detonated at the bottom of the sea, while the remaining solid-fuel bombs with no explosives were seized. October 1, 2012: Security tasks are carried out during a fireworks display in Hong Kong to mark the National Day of the People's Republic of China in the
waters off Victoria Harbour. March 18, 2013 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.: A task force dispatched 12 officers to conduct underwater certification within 100-meter length on a 30-metre wide range of public pier at Longchenne Bay, Highway Road, Great Point Cui, divided into three teams, each broken into two underwater certificates after 40 minutes of rotation. August 24,
2013, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.: The drainage canal opened at the Hengjian building in Tianshui Wai around 3 p.m. November 1, 2013 around 12 p.m.: A special task force dispatched about 8 officers to Sha Tin Wushi Sha Shui-submarine evidence related to the mafia case of the attack on the murder weapon, about 3 o'clock, successfully found the suspected case
of a hammer. March 18-19, 2014: The murder weapon involved in the attack on Liu Jinta is confirmed at the bottom of the Surajin River. May 31 to June 1, 2014: A night-long search for suspects believed to be living in the same building at Yu Leqing House, following the discovery of traces of suspects, the Royal Flying Tigers police force surrounded. The
suspect swallowed a gun and killed himself. Special mission characters have been widely featured in films and TV series, including the division of the television series Law Enforcement Group Ying (2003), the TV series Defect (2014), and the cartoon Springfield Flower Schoolboys (2) 006), the comedy Truan Willon 1 (1991) Truan Willon 2 (1992), the police
gangster film Sharp Detective Hands 1992 Black Man 1 (1996) Plan B (1998) King of Thieves (1998) Purple Rain Storm (1999), Special Police New People 1 (1999) , Sunshine Police (1999), Special Police New People 2 (2000), Big Event (2004), New Police History (2004), Male Nature (2007), Master of Fire (2008), Dragon of Fire (2010), City Alert (2010),
Cooling War (2012), Years Tiger (2012), Storm (2013) and Apostles (2014), Ice Gate (2014), Flying Tiger 2 (2014), I Personal Vulin (2014) Cooling 2 (2016) network drama Flying Tiger Sneaky Pole (2017) , and the American film Batman - God (2008), among others, starring members of The Hong Kong Auxiliary Police Force. Flying Tigers Books Flying
Tigers New biography of Flying Tigers 2000 Thirty Years of Flying Tiger Legends (April 20, 2004) I Fly Tigers (September 2005) Flying Tigers TV show Flying Tigers TV Series. Series. Flying Tigers movie Flying Tigers game When players wanted to reach the heat of five levels appeared, all wearing body-proof clothing, some also wearing bulletproof helmets,
full use of assault rifles. In some regional missions, players can also play Flying Tigers and do some police tasks. See the term Flying Tigers at 4990cf (RMB 49.9), a mysterious armed forces in the mysterious eastern country (referring to real Chinese soldiers), with the main task of eliminating enemies with extremely ferocious, extremely dangerous and
heavy weapons. Rainbow 6: Siege Of the Bloody Orchid Operation has added two officers from Hong Kong, China, defense LESION and offensive side BING, related to SDU (i.e. flying tigers) aging personnel According to senior Hong Kong police officials have shown that Hong Kong police are now suffering from the problem of ageing personnel, and in the
next six years police blame pressure will increase. An assessment carried out by the Police Department showed that units involved in physical training, such as the Flying Tigers, the Airport Special Police, the Mobile Team and the Stormtroopers, may not in their time inject fresh blood, leaving veterans of these units not being transferred and can only
continue to fight. Police fear that because new people can't be recruited, it's possible that the 40-something Flying Tigers will have to fly! In this way, mobile units can become immobilized units. Under Hong Kong police rules, police officers must have three years of experience to apply for Flying Tigers. But as the number of new officers joining the force
decreases year after year, it becomes increasingly difficult to select people who are eligible to join the Flying Tigers. In addition, due to a lack of man-and-staffing, local police commanders refused to let them easily join the Flying Tigers. According to the Hong Kong police, the main reason for the ageing and guilt of the police force is the ATS government's
weight loss program. Under the scheme, Hong Kong police approved the recruitment of more than 300 people in 2013 and reduced it to more than 200 in 2014. The police said the Force alone lost more than 800 officers each year, with the biggest casualties, particularly in the wake of the inspection team. If this trend continues in six years' time, it will be
green and yellow when the police are most short of these mid-level command officers. Senior officers of the Hong Kong police force said that in the long term, between 500 and 700 will need to be recruited each year to fill vacancies caused by the loss of staff The Police Department will ask the ATS Government to increase its investment so that it can obtain
more resources for recruitment. Links Resources. Resources. sdu hong kong movie. sdu hong kong drama. sdu hong kong police. sdu hong kong movie full. asu vs sdu hong kong. hong kong sdu salary. hong kong sdu protest. hong kong sdu patch
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